VALUES

VISION
ADELNEH

is

a

non-profit

institution

gathering more than fifteen local organizations of agricultural production, craft, products transformation, socio-economic and

 Production

Be the institution of reference in Haiti in

 Discipline

terms of endogenous development, human
management,

results-based

management

(RGM) and transparency

cultural promotion in order to work with the

 Solidarity

Historial
ADELNEH was created in April 2015 but it
was not until February 2016, after almost a
year of training in the field, to formally form



Dairies: Ouanaminthe and Ferrier
(CALF, Laiterie d’Ouanaminthe)



Ginger: Bois-de-Laurence and
Mombin-Crochu (IPB, EKS)



Peanut: Capotille and Perches
(RKFK, AGROTECH)



Caffee + Cacao: Mont-Organisé
Carice, Sainte-Suzanne and Vallières (COSAHEC, RECOCANE,
CAFUMO, AFDMO)



Culture and Craft: Bois-deLaurence, Carice and Ouanaminthe (RFK, UJANE, RFEO,
AFO, Layite Dans, FODECO)

 Accompanying the production organizations,

the first local economic development agency
in Haiti, with the realization of the First Ge-

 Helping financially the agricultural production

neral Assembly, approval of statutes and
election
of

the

Management
Committee.

and processing initiatives
 Supporting the search of lands for production,

business locations or extensions
 Supporting SMEs in building networking and

exporting products
 Be the promoter par excellence of the

production and consumption of local products
as well as the emergence of young talents.

ronment

Apiculture in the municipalities of
Ouanaminthe, Fort-Liberté and
Perches (CAO, AGROTECH)

MISSION

the small and microenterprises especially
those in difficulties.

 Love for the envi-



order to get to a sustainable and integral
human development in a horizontal way.

 Proactivity

Value Chains
prioritized:

benefiaries their well-being based on the
endogenous potential and microclimates in

 Companionship

BANKADEL
Moun ak moun…
Who we are ?
We are the Bank of the Local Economic Development Associations (BANKADEL), a financial

institution, a family of savers, borrowers, creditors, holders of bank certificates and employees, engaged in the social environment
where we work. With us, the focus of the financial activities centers in the people’s well-being,
sustainable human development and effective

Our customers
Trust is not earned once and for all. At BANKADEL we strive to consistently earn the trust
of our partners and customers by providing
quality services and ensuring the profitability
and sustainability of their savings, as well as

the benefit of their loan. We provide the best
possible performance in each service and we
listen to their suggestions for our improvement. Our accounts accurately reflect our
operations and in every treatment, we take into
account all the details necessary to the full satisfaction

entrepreneurship initiatives. Our main share-

holders are the people who trust us for their
savings, projects and loans. Our employees

of

each

of

our

custo-

are one of our most important assets in our

mers.

goal to become an innovative institution, time
by time stronger and more effective.

Services

Contacts :

Vision

BANKADEL offers savings, individual and

Adresse : Nº220, Ave. Espagnole,

To be a leading institution in economic inclu-

corporate credit services; currency exchange

Ouanaminthe, Haïti

sion by supporting decent work initiatives for

($ RD, $ USD, €) to the general public. In-

Tél. 509 41 25 14 41

the general population, taking into account the

serted into the financial culture of Haiti, it also

E-mails : adelhaiti@gmail.com

integration of young people and mothers chief

provides the services of Sòl (SÒLADEL), Sa-

of household; economic promotion and support

botay (SABOTAYADEL), in order to support

for the sustainability of small and medium-sized

the formal and informal sectors of small entre-

enterprises (SMEs), offering quality financial

preneurs while encouraging the formalization

services at competitive rates

of the latter.

bankadelht@gmail.com
Site : www.bankadelhaiti.com

